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Mo>va>on	  
!  Climate	  model	  outputs	  are	  s/ll	  two	  coarse	  for	  hydrological	  applica/ons	  
!  High	  resolu/on	  numerical	  weather	  predic/on	  (NWP)	  models	  are	  to	  expensive	  to	  
run	  for	  climate	  changes	  impacts	  on	  the	  hydrological	  processes	  
!  The	   assump/on	   of	   sta/onary	   rela/onships	   between	   atmospheric	   variables	   and	  
local	   observa/ons	   in	   both	   current	   and	   future	   climates	   restricts	   sta/s/cal	  
downscaling	  applica/on	  in	  impact	  studies.	  
!   	   High	   spa/al	   variability	   of	   meteorological	   variables	   (e.g.	   precipita/on,	  
temperature,	   and	   wind)	   in	   complex	   terrain	   has	   important	   hydrologic	  
consequences.	  

	  

!   Hypothesis:	  
If	   we	   can	   s/ll	   obtain	   reasonably	   good	   simula/on	   for	   precipita/on	   in	   complex	   terrain	   in	   cold	  
regions	  with	  reasonable	  reduc/ons	  in	  the	  complexity	  of	  the	  climate	  and	  weather	  models?	  
	  
!  	  	  	  Significance:	  	  
Reliable	   downscaling	   of	   orographic	   precipita/on	   with	   non-‐linear	   characteris/cs	   and	   higher	  
spa/otemporal	  variability	  improves	  the	  hydrometeorological	  predic/on	  uncertain/es.	  	  
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Study	  Areas	  &	  Model	  Domains	  

!  13x13	  	  	  	  	  RCM	  grids	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (WRFG-‐CGCM)	  
!  325x325	  High	  resolu>on	  grids	  	  	  	  (2kmx2km	  ICAR)	  
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Intermediate	  Complexity	  Atmospheric	  Research	  
model	  (ICAR)	  

Iden/fy	  the	  key	  physics	  and	  develop	  a	  simple	  model	  
GOAL:	  ~90%	  of	  the	  informa/on	  for	  <1%	  of	  the	  cost	  
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ICAR	  Dynamics	  
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future investigations. Observed evidence for the downstream
wind shadows is particularly needed from both southern Norway
and similar mountains elsewhere. Observational studies should
be combined with theoretical studies to understand the dynami-
cal nature of such structures.
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8. Appendix A
A1 Linear model

The horizontal component of the linearized Boussinesq approx-
imated momentum equation may be written as

!!u
!t

+ !U · "H !u # f !k $ !u = # 1
"0

"H p (A1)

and the vertical as
!w
!t

+ !U · "H w = # 1
"0

! p
!z

# b, (A2)

where the upper case denotes the constant background part of
the variable. The lower case denotes the perturbed part. The
variable b is the buoyancy b(x , y, z, t) = g" %(x , y, z, t)/" 0. The
rest follows standard notation. In order to get a closed system,
we add the continuity and buoyancy equation,

" · !u = 0 (A3)

!b
!t

+ !U · "H b + N 2w = 0 (A4)

and applying the linearized boundary condition, connecting the
vertical velocity (w) and the fluid displacement (#),

!#

!t
+ !U · "H # = w . (A5)

We transfer the equations into Fourier space ( !U · " & i$ ) as-
suming steady state. By using simple algebra, and solving an
ordinary differential equation, the fluid displacement becomes

#̂(k, l) = ĥeimz, (A6)

where ĥ is the Fourier transformed terrain (see Smith, 2001).
The rest of the variables in the Fourier space turn out to be

ŵ(k, l) = i$ #̂ (A7)

b̂(k, l) = N 2 #̂ (A8)

p̂(k, l) =
!

i #̂
m

"

(N 2 # $ 2) (A9)

û(k, l) = #m ($k # il f ) i #̂
k2 + l2

(A10)

v̂(k, l) = #m($ l + ik f )i #̂
k2 + l2

, (A11)

where the non-hydrostatic vertical wave number including rota-
tion is

m2 = N 2 # $ 2

$ 2 # f 2
(k2 + l2), (A12)

$ = Uk + V l is the intrinsic frequency, (k, l) is the horizontal
wave numbers.

A2 Linearized wind speed

Dividing wind into background and perturbed parts allows us to
write the wind speed as

[(U + u)2 + (V + v)2]1/2. (A13)

Aligning the coordinate system with the background flow, V
vanishes,

[(U + u)2 + v2]1/2. (A14)

According to basic assumptions in linear theory, products of the
perturbations are neglected, so that (A14) is

linearized windspeed = (U 2 + 2U · u)1/2 ' | !U + !u|. (A15)

Thus, the linearized wind speed is the perturbation aligned with
the background flow, added to the background flow. The lin-
earized wind speed is always less or equal to the full nonlinear
wind speed. As the nonlinearity increases, the approximation
error in (A15) increases accordingly. For the same reason, the
linear theory becomes less accurate.
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!!u
!t

+ !U · "H !u # f !k $ !u = # 1
"0

"H p (A1)

and the vertical as
!w
!t

+ !U · "H w = # 1
"0

! p
!z

# b, (A2)

where the upper case denotes the constant background part of
the variable. The lower case denotes the perturbed part. The
variable b is the buoyancy b(x , y, z, t) = g" %(x , y, z, t)/" 0. The
rest follows standard notation. In order to get a closed system,
we add the continuity and buoyancy equation,

" · !u = 0 (A3)

!b
!t

+ !U · "H b + N 2w = 0 (A4)

and applying the linearized boundary condition, connecting the
vertical velocity (w) and the fluid displacement (#),

!#

!t
+ !U · "H # = w . (A5)

We transfer the equations into Fourier space ( !U · " & i$ ) as-
suming steady state. By using simple algebra, and solving an
ordinary differential equation, the fluid displacement becomes

#̂(k, l) = ĥeimz, (A6)

where ĥ is the Fourier transformed terrain (see Smith, 2001).
The rest of the variables in the Fourier space turn out to be

ŵ(k, l) = i$ #̂ (A7)

b̂(k, l) = N 2 #̂ (A8)

p̂(k, l) =
!

i #̂
m

"

(N 2 # $ 2) (A9)

û(k, l) = #m ($k # il f ) i #̂
k2 + l2

(A10)

v̂(k, l) = #m($ l + ik f )i #̂
k2 + l2

, (A11)

where the non-hydrostatic vertical wave number including rota-
tion is

m2 = N 2 # $ 2

$ 2 # f 2
(k2 + l2), (A12)

$ = Uk + V l is the intrinsic frequency, (k, l) is the horizontal
wave numbers.

A2 Linearized wind speed

Dividing wind into background and perturbed parts allows us to
write the wind speed as

[(U + u)2 + (V + v)2]1/2. (A13)

Aligning the coordinate system with the background flow, V
vanishes,

[(U + u)2 + v2]1/2. (A14)

According to basic assumptions in linear theory, products of the
perturbations are neglected, so that (A14) is

linearized windspeed = (U 2 + 2U · u)1/2 ' | !U + !u|. (A15)

Thus, the linearized wind speed is the perturbation aligned with
the background flow, added to the background flow. The lin-
earized wind speed is always less or equal to the full nonlinear
wind speed. As the nonlinearity increases, the approximation
error in (A15) increases accordingly. For the same reason, the
linear theory becomes less accurate.
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Ideal	  ICAR	  Evalua>on	  



Real	  World	  ICAR	  Evalua>on	  

•  Cool	  season	  (Oct-‐May)	  total	  
precipita>on	  in	  WRF	  and	  ICAR	  
are	  in	  good	  agreement.	  	  

•  Cool	  season	  precipita>on	  is	  
cri>cal	  for	  mountain	  snowpack	  
and	  water	  resources	  in	  the	  
western	  United	  States.	  	  

•  Differences	  between	  WRF	  and	  
PRISM	  are	  comparable	  to	  
differences	  between	  ICAR	  and	  
PRISM.	  	  



!  Gridded	  Observa>on	  (ANUSPLIN)	  	  	  	  
10kmX10km	  

!  ICAR	   driven	   by	   ERA-‐Interim	  
2kmX2km	  

!  ICAR	  driven	  by	  WRFG-‐CGCM	  
2kmX2km	  

Annual	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Yukon	  Territory	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Yukon	  Territory	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Yukon	  Territory	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Yukon	  Territory	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Yukon	  Territory	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Gridded	  Observa>on	  (ANUSPLIN)	  	  	  	   ICAR	  driven	  by	  ERA-‐Interim	  

!  Total	   precipita>on	   in	   ICAR	  
a n d	   o b s e r v a > o n	   a r e	  
rela>vely	  in	  good	  agreement.	  	  
	  
!  lower	   resolu>on	   of	   forcing	  
products	  causes	  ICAR	  to	  miss	  
convec>on	   precipita>on	   in	  
the	  plains.	  

ICAR	  driven	  by	  WRFG-‐CGCM	  

Observed	  vs.	  downscaled	  precipita>on	  in	  Canadian	  Rockies	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Canadian	  Rockies	  

ANUSPLIN	  ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Canadian	  Rockies	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Canadian	  Rockies	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Seasonal	  precipita>on	  in	  	  
the	  Canadian	  Rockies	  

ICAR-‐RCM/GCM	   ANUSPLIN	  

ICAR-‐ERA-‐Interim	  



Conclusions	  
!  For	  climate	  change	  impacts	  studies	  with	  mul/ple	  RCM/GCM	  forcing	  products,	  we	  
need	   a	   model	   like	   the	   Intermediate	   Complexity	   Atmospheric	   Research	   model	  
(ICAR)	  to:	  	  

	  

•  overcome	  the	  high	  computa/on	  costs	  	  
•  Keep	  key	  physics	  with	  only	  losing	  ~10%	  of	  the	  informa/on	  when	  compared	  with	  

WRF	  model	  outputs.	  
	  

!  Uncertain/es	   in	   gridded	   observa/on	   products	  make	   	   assessment	   of	   the	  model	  
performance	  challenging.	  

!   	  Ini/al	  ICAR	  test	  in	  Western	  Canada	  shows	  that	  with	  appropriate	  forcing	  data	  we	  
can	   capture	   the	   orographic	   precipita/on	   with	   high	   resolu/on	   for	   hydrological	  
applica/ons	   and	   with	   only	   1%	   of	   the	   computa/on	   cost	   when	   compared	   with	  
WRF.	  

	  

!  Annual	  and	   Jun-‐August	  downscaled	  precipita/on	   is	   in	  good	  agreement	  with	   the	  
observa/ons	  in	  both	  the	  Yukon	  Territory	  and	  Canadian	  Rockies.	  	  

	  

!  Ongoing	   work	   will	   hopefully	   improve	   the	   convec/on	   precipita/on	  
parameteriza/on	  in	  ICAR.	   18	  
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